Abstract-The performance evaluation of video transport mechanisms becomes increasingly important as encoded video accounts for growing portions of the network traffic. Compared to the widely studied MPEG-4 encoded video, the recently adopted H.264 video coding standards include novel mechanisms, such as hierarchical B frame prediction structures and highly efficient quality scalable coding, that have important implications for network transport. This tutorial introduces a trace-based evaluation methodology for the network transport of H.264 encoded video. We first give an overview of H.264 video coding, and then present the trace structures for capturing the characteristics of H.264 encoded video. We give an overview of the typical video traffic and quality characteristics of H.264 encoded video. Finally, we explain how to account for the H.264 specific coding mechanisms, such as hierarchical B frames, in networking studies.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
T HIS TUTORIAL on evaluating the performance of video network transport is motivated by two main developments, namely the increasing video network traffic and the emergence of the highly efficient H.264 video coding standard. Recent network traffic analyses and predictions indicate that video accounts for a growing proportion of the network traffic. For instance, Cisco Inc. predicts that video transmitted to and from mobile devices will account for 66 % of the global mobile data traffic by 2014 [1] .
At the same time, the H.264/MPEG-4 Part 10 Advanced Video Coding standard [2] (which we refer to as H.264/AVC for brevity) and its Scalable Video Coding (SVC) extension [3] achieve significantly improved compression efficiency compared to the preceding MPEG-4 Part 2 video coding standard (which we refer to as MPEG-4) and the MPEG-2 video coding standard. For brevity we use the term "H.264" to refer to the standards family consisting of the H.264/AVC standard and its SVC extension. The compression efficiency of a video codec is generally characterized with the ratedistortion (RD) curve that shows the video quality (distortion), Manuscript which is typically measured in terms of the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), as a function of the bit rate of the compressed video stream. For a given video quality, the lower the compressed bit rate, the more RD efficient is the compression. In typical scenarios, H.264/AVC and SVC are roughly twice as RD efficient as MPEG-4, i.e., for a given PSNR video quality, the average bit rates of H.264/AVC and SVC single-layer (non-scalable) streams are roughly half of the corresponding MPEG-4 streams. This improvement in RD compression efficiency is achieved through several novel encoding principles that we review in Section II. One main new concept is hierarchical bi-directional (B) frame prediction, whereby B frames form a hierarchical structure of B frames predicting other B frames. This novel concept has important implications for the timing of the network transport, which we explain in Section V. Similarly, the RD efficiency of scalable video coding, which provides different streaming rates and qualities with a single video encoding, is significantly improved by H.264 SVC compared to MPEG-4. Whereas MPEG-4 scalable video coding had bit rate overheads on the order of tens of percent compared to single-layer encoding, novel medium grain scalable (MGS) coding mechanisms in H.264 SVC reduce the bit rate overhead to close to zero. This highly efficient MGS video coding mechanism is therefore highly promising for adaptive video streaming in heterogeneous or time-varying networking scenarios. Overall, due to the vast improvements in compression efficiency and the widespread adoption of H.264/AVC and SVC in multimedia application standards and industry consortia specifications, such as Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), it is highly important to consider H.264 encoded video in networking studies.
B. Objective
The overall objective of this tutorial is to enable communications and networking generalists without prior knowledge in H.264 video coding (i) to design transport mechanisms for H.264 encoded video as well as (ii) to evaluate the performance of H.264 video transport mechanisms with H.264 video traces. More specifically, we give an overview of the novel H.264 video coding mechanisms that achieve the substantial improvements in RD efficiency compared to prior video coding standards, such as MPEG-4 video coding. We explain the implications of these novel encoding mechanisms for network transport. Throughout, we only briefly summarize the characteristics of prior video coding standards where such a summary is necessary to keep this tutorial self-contained. For more detailed background on prior video coding standards and 1553-877X/12/$31.00 c 2012 IEEE their implications for network transport design and evaluation, we refer to related work, as detailed in Section I-D.
This tutorial article, jointly with the publicly available video trace library (http://trace.eas.asu.edu), provides a comprehensive trace-based evaluation methodology for network video transport. Video traces do not contain the actual encoded video (bit) stream; instead, they provide a metacharacterization of the encoded video stream. A video trace provides this meta-characterization by providing the quantities that are required for simulating the transport of the actual video with a communications or networking mechanism. Basic video traces provide the time stamp, encoded size (in byte), and PSNR quality of each encoded video frame. The characterization of the different types of H.264 video encoding requires more elaborate trace designs, as detailed in Section III.
C. Organization
This tutorial is structured as follows. In Section II, we give a brief overview of H.264 video coding. We first introduce single-layer (non-scalable) coding, covering both H.264/AVC video coding as well as H.264 SVC video coding into a single layer. Then, we introduce the H.264 SVC layer-scalable coding, including video coding with temporal (frame frequency) scalability, spatial (frame pixel resolution) scalability, and quality [signal to noise ratio (SNR)] scalability into multiple coding layers. Next, we introduce sublayer quality scalability, which is provided by H.264 medium grain scalability (MGS). H.264 MGS partitions a given layer of a quality scalable coding into several MGS layers (sublayers). Each of the subsequent main sections of this tutorial is organized into subsections according to the types of H.264 video coding into (A) single-layer coding, (B) layer-scalable coding, and (C) sublayer quality scalable coding.
In Section III, we introduce video trace structures for characterizing the different H.264 video encodings. In Section IV, we present video traffic and quality statistics for H.264 encoded video. Throughout Section IV, we use the two animation video sequences Big Buck Bunny and Elephants Dream to showcase how the different H.264 video encoding types affect video traffic and quality statistics. We also summarize the results from extensive video traffic and quality studies for a large set of long video sequences from a wide range of video genres. In Section V, we explain how to account for the characteristics of H.264 encoded video in the development and evaluation of video network transport mechanisms. We also explain how to use the H.264 video traces for realistic tracedriven simulations of H.264 video transport. In Section VI we summarize this tutorial and briefly outline emerging directions for research on video communications and networking.
D. Related Work
This tutorial article is related to preceding articles on video traffic characterization and evaluation of video transport. Video traces for the earlier video coding standards MPEG-1 through MPEG-4 and H.261 through H.263 are examined in [4] - [9] .
The traffic and quality characteristics of the different types of H.264 encoded video have been examined in several studies. For instance, H.264 single-layer video has been studied in [10] - [14] , while H.264 layer-scalable video has been examined in [15] - [19] . Sublayer-scalable video has been studied in [3] , [19] - [21] .
Each of these preceding studies focuses on a particular type of H.264 video encoding and its resulting traffic and quality characteristics. In contrast, Sections II and IV of this tutorial article provide a comprehensive treatment of the encoding mechanisms as well as video traffic and quality characteristics for all main existing types of H.264 video encoding. Thus, Sections II and IV provide the communications and networking generalist without background in H.264 video coding with a complete introduction to H.264 video coding and the statistical characteristics of the network traffic from H.264 encoded video. Sections III and V provide for the first time a description of the video trace structures for H.264 encoded video and guidelines for the appropriate use of these video traces in performance evaluation studies.
Throughout this tutorial, we focus on video traces created through the encoding of uncompressed video source materials with prescribed encoding parameters. An alternative approach is to characterize the traffic of encoded video in the public domain, such as encoded videos available from YouTube, in video traces [22] , [23] . The main drawbacks of video traces based on encoded public domain videos are that the exact encoding parameters are unknown and that video quality characterization with the widely used PSNR is impossible as the PSNR evaluation requires the uncompressed video source.
The main alternatives to evaluating video network transport with video traces are evaluations with actual video or evaluations with video traffic models. Evaluations with actual video start with the uncompressed source video, carry out the encoding of the source video, simulate the transmission of the actual encoded video bit stream through the transport network, and evaluate the quality of the received video through comparison with the source video [24] , [25] . Such evaluations have the advantage that they allow for the detailed analysis of the received video bit stream. However, these evaluations are very compute-intensive as they involve the actual video encoding and decoding; thus, limiting evaluations with long video sequences required for statistically rigorous results. Furthermore, evaluations with actual video require video signal processing expertise to operate the video codecs.
Video traffic models are parsimonious mathematical descriptions of video traffic. Video traffic models are generally derived from the statistical analysis of video traces and have been widely studied for MPEG-4 and earlier video coding standards, see for instance [26] - [30] . Traffic modeling for H.264 encoded video has only been considered in few studies so far, see e.g., [31] - [36] , and is presently an active area of research. The trace structures presented in this tutorial and the accompanying video trace library (http://trace.eas.asu.edu) can serve as a basis for H.264 video traffic model development and verification.
A wide range of video transport mechanisms have been investigated through simulations driven by video traces of video encoded with MPEG-4 and earlier video coding standards, see for instance [37] - [46] . With the increasing importance of H.264 video coding, networking studies have begun to use the recently created traces of H.264 encoded video, see for instance [35] , [47] - [51] . This tutorial seeks to support the use of H.264 video traces in networking studies by providing comprehensive readily accessible instructions for performance evaluation with H.264 video traces.
II. OVERVIEW OF H.264 VIDEO CODING
The H.264 family of video coding standards enhances the encoding loop consisting of a combination of intra-frame coding with block transform and inter-frame coding with motion compensated prediction from preceding MPEG video coding standards. Each video frame (picture) is either intra-coded (I), forward predictive coded (P) with motion compensated prediction from the preceding I or P frame, or bi-directionally predictive coded (B) according to its position in a group of pictures (GoP) structure. With classical B frame prediction, a B frame is encoded with motion compensated prediction from the preceding as well as the succeeding I or P frame, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . With classical B frame prediction, which has been used in preceding MPEG standards and which is the default in H.264/AVC, a B frame is not used as prediction reference for another B frame.
We use GgBb to denote the GoP structure, whereby g denotes the total number of frames in a GoP and b denotes the number of B frames between successive I or P frames. For instance, G16B3 denotes the GoP structure IBBBPBBBPBBBPBBBIBBBP. . . and the GoP structure G16B15 is illustrated in Fig. 1 [52] , [53] introduced variable block sizes, such as 4 × 4, 8 × 4, 16 × 8, and 8×8 pixels for improved block-based predictive encoding. Intra-frame coding is improved through spatial intra-frame prediction, whereby blocks of a given frame are predicted from similar blocks of the same frame. Inter-frame prediction is improved through unequal weighing of multiple reference frames. Whereas with preceding MPEG video coding standards a block in a B frame was predicted through equal weighing of a block in one preceding I or P frame and a block in one succeeding I or P frame, H.264/AVC introduced multiple reference frames. That is, a block from several preceding I or P frames and another block from several succeeding I or P frames are selected and weighed unequally for predicting the B frame block.
The encoding loop is further enhanced through an in-loop deblocking filter that reduces the artifacts introduced through the block-based encoding. The MPEG video coding loop performs a block transform, followed by the quantization of the transform coefficients, and subsequent zig-zag scan and run-length coding. The resulting symbols are further compressed through entropy coding. In H.264/AVC, the entropy coding is improved through context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) [54] , which is highly efficient but compute-intensive, or context-adaptive variable length coding (CAVLC), which is an improvement of preceding variablelength coding mechanisms. Individual coding decisions as well as the entire coding loop are improved through Lagrangianbased RD optimization that seeks to jointly minimize the bit rate while minimizing the introduced visual distortion. For instance, Lagrangian RD optimization is employed to find the best motion vectors for motion compensated prediction of a block from reference blocks in preceding and succeeding frames.
The H.264/AVC standard classifies all the video coding mechanisms discussed so far into the so-called video coding layer (VCL). In addition, the H.264/AVC standard defines a network abstraction layer (NAL) which contains functions for mapping the coded video data to a network transport layer. The coded video data is organized into NAL units (NALUs). Each NALU contains an integer number of bytes of video encoded data, as well as a one-byte header (four byte header for enhancement layers) [55] . The NALUs containing a frame are typically preceded by a prefix NALU describing the frame's NALUs.
The H.264/AVC standard defines several encoding profiles, including the main profile, which includes all tools for achieving high RD efficiency, and several high profiles for efficiently encoding high definition (HD) video in the fidelity range extension (FRExt) amendment [13] .
2) Single-layer H.264 SVC Coding: Although H.264 SVC has primarily been introduced to add scalable encoding features to H.264/AVC, H.264 SVC has important enhancements that improve single-layer encoding. We give an overview of these enhancements in this subsection and defer the scalability features to Sec. II-B.
The video coding standards preceding H.264/AVC followed strictly the classical B frame prediction illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , i.e., B frames were not used to predict other B frames. H.264/AVC lifted this restriction through its generalized B frame concept that permitted B frame blocks to be used as reference for the motion compensated prediction of blocks of other B frames. In subsequent studies [3] , this referencing of B frames emerged as the most promising avenue for developing the scalable video coding extension.
H.264 SVC employs the hierarchical B frame prediction illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . In the illustrated typically employed dyadic hierarchy of B frames there are β = 2 τ − 1 B frames between successive I or P frames, (whereby τ is a positive integer). We observe from Fig. 1(b) that frame B 4 is predicted from frame I 0 and frame B 8 . Then, continuing in the hierarchical structure, frame B 6 is predicted from frames B 4 and B 8 . In turn, frame B 5 is predicted from frames B 4 and B 6 (not illustrated by arrows to avoid clutter).
According to the prediction hierarchy, B frames are assigned to τ = log 2 (β + 1) temporal enhancement layers that are exploited for temporal scalability. In the example in Fig. 1(b) with β = 15 B frames between successive I frames, the I frames belong to the temporal base layer T = 0, frame B 8 belongs to the first temporal enhancement layer T = 1, frames B 4 and B 12 belong to the second temporal enhancement layer T = 2, frames B 2 , B 6 , B 10 , and B 14 belong to the third temporal enhancement layer T = 3, and the remaining B frames belong to the fourth (highest) temporal enhancement layer T = τ = 4. Thus, there are a total of τ + 1 temporal layers.
The RD efficiency of the hierarchical B frame prediction critically depends on the quantization parameter (scale) q used for quantizing the coefficients resulting from the block transform of the difference between the weighted reference blocks and the block to be encoded. The basic insight is that a B frame should be encoded with higher fidelity when more subsequent predictions depend on the B frame. Based on this insight, H.264 SVC introduced cascading quantizers for hierarchical B frame prediction. With cascading quantizers, the encoder increases the quantizer values from a basic B quantization parameter setting (resulting in a coarser, lower fidelity quantization) for the B frames in higher indexed temporal layers. (In addition, some encoding settings add a small integer to the quantization parameter of the I and P frames in the temporal base layer, which we denote by q, to obtain the basic B frame quantization parameter setting.)
Notice from Fig. 1 that classical and hierarchical B frame prediction fundamentally differ in the order in which the frames are encoded. Generally, before a given frame n can be encoded, all frames that are referenced by frame n need to be encoded so that they are available in encoded form as encoding references for frame n. This implies for classical B frame prediction that the frames can be encoded in the order I 0 , I 16 , B 1 , B 2 , . . .. This encoding order is typically preferred as it provides the smallest decoding delay at the receiver. (Specialized constrained and low-delay B frame prediction structures [3] are beyond the scope of this tutorial.) However, this encoding order limits the generalized B frame concept to reference only preceding B frames for the encoding of a given B frame. In contrast, with hierarchical B frame prediction, the frames are encoded in the order I 0 , I 16 , B 8 , B 4 , B 2 , B 1 , B 3 , . . .. We also note that these differences in frame encoding order imply different delays for network transport that are examined in Section V.
B. Layer-scalable H.264 Video Coding
H.264 SVC supports layer-scalable coding providing temporal scalability, spatial scalability, and quality (SNR) scalability [3] . A layer-scalable encoding consists of a base layer and one or several enhancement layers identified by increasing layer identifiers. While H.264 SVC supports up to 128 layers, the actual number of layers in an encoding depends on the application scenario. With the currently specified profiles, there is a maximum of 47 enhancement layers [56] . 1) Temporal Scalability: H.264 SVC provides temporal scalability, i.e., adaptation of the frame frequency, by exploiting the hierarchical B frame structure. Suppose that the full frame frequency, achieved by displaying all frames, is 30 frames/s. Consider the example in Fig. 1 . Dropping temporal enhancement layer T = 4 consisting of frames B 1 , B 3 , B 5 , . . ., halves the frame frequency to 15 frames/s. Dropping each successive lower-indexed layer halves the frame frequency. The base layer, consisting only of the I frames, provides a frame frequency of (30/16) frames/s.
2) Spatial Scalability: Spatial scalability provides different spatial frame resolutions, e.g., a common interframe format (CIF) 352 × 288 pixel base layer and a 4CIF 704 × 576 pixel full resolution obtained by decoding both base layer and enhancement layer. Each spatial layer employs motion compensated prediction and intra-prediction. In addition, H.264 SVC increases the RD coding efficiency through inter-layer prediction mechanisms, such as prediction of macroblock modes and associated motion parameters and prediction of the residue signal [3] . These inter-layer prediction mechanisms generally predict higher spatial enhancement layers from the base layer and lower spatial enhancement layers.
3) Quality Scalability: H.264 SVC Coarse Grain Scalability (CGS): H.264 SVC coarse grain scalability (CGS) provides up to eight quality layers that successively increase the fidelity (SNR) of the video frames [57] . H.264 SVC CGS employs the same inter-layer prediction mechanisms as H.264 spatial scalable coding, except that the operations relating to the scaling of the spatial frame resolution, such as up-sampling operations and the inter-layer de-blocking for intra-coded reference layer blocks, are not performed since all quality layers have the same spatial resolution. The successive increase in fidelity is achieved through re-quantization of the residual texture signal with successively smaller quantization step sizes [3] .
As a result of the outlined inter-layer prediction mechanisms, a given CGS enhancement layer depends on the lower CGS enhancement layers and the base layer for decoding. In addition, each layer of a CGS encoding employs the hierarchical B frame prediction structure. An encoder with a basic configuration can switch to decoding fewer or more CGS enhancement layers at any intracoded (I) frame. With some decoder enhancements, switching to fewer CGS enhancement layers is possible at any frame [3, Section VI.C.].
4) Combined Spatiotemporal-SNR Scalability:
The H.264 SVC standard supports combined scalability, i.e., the extraction of video streams with different combinations of frame frequencies, spatial resolutions, and SNR qualities (achieved through CGS or MGS) from one encoded bit stream.
C. Sublayer Quality Scalability: H.264 SVC Medium Grain Scalability (MGS)
A drawback of H.264 CGS is relatively poor RD performance when the differences in quality (and bit rate) between successive quality layers are small, as detailed in Section IV. Bit rate increments as small as one byte per video frame can be provided with fine grain scalability (FGS) [58] , [59] , which was part of MPEG-4 and initial investigations for H.264 SVC. The research leading to H.264 SVC found that bit rate adaptation at the level of individual bytes per frame resulted in high computational complexity. For H.264 SVC, a novel quality scalability approach lying between coarse grain scalability at the level of complete layers and fine grain scalability at the level of individual bytes was developed, namely medium grain scalability (MGS). MGS splits a given quality enhancement layer into up to 16 MGS layers and achieves RD efficiency very close to single-layer H.264 SVC RD efficiency (i.e., has a very small bit rate overhead) [19] , [56] .
MGS divides the transform coefficients of a block into MGS layers. A 4 × 4 pixel block results in 16 transform coefficients, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . In conventional video coding, all coefficients are jointly zig-zag scanned, followed by run-length and entropy coding. In contrast, MGS exploits the decreasing importance of the higher-frequency (higherindexed) transform coefficients, that is, the coefficient with index 0 is most important, followed by the coefficients with indices 1 and 2, followed by the coefficients with indices 3-5, and so on. Accordingly, the lower-indexed coefficients form the lower (more important) MGS layers [3] . Formally, for a [3, 3, 10] , i.e., w 1 = 3, w 2 = 3, and w 3 = 10, and all weights that are not specified are set to zero, i.e., w 4 = w 5 = · · · = w 16 = 0. As another example consider W = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ] which divides the enhancement layer into M = 16 MGS layers, each containing one transform coefficient.
For the widely used CABAC entropy coding [54] in H.264, the transform coefficients of an 8 × 8 block are divided into MGS layers by extending the zig-zag pattern of the 4×4 block. In particular, each weight w m is multiplied by four and the coefficients are considered in the zig-zag pattern of the 8 × 8 block. For the above example of W = [3, 3, 10] , the first MGS layer is formed by the first 12 transform coefficients in the 8 × 8 block zig-zag scan, the second MGS layer is formed by the next 12 transform coefficients, and the third MGS layer is formed by the remaining 40 transform coefficients.
H.264 MGS allows for flexible bit rate (and video quality) adaptation by varying the number of MGS layers for each video frame (also referred to as an access unit in H.264 terminology). This high level of flexibility is enabled through a novel high-level signaling mechanism [60] . H.264 achieves this flexibility at very low cost in terms of reduced RD efficiency through a number of innovative scalable coding techniques. Mainly, these coding techniques introduce a novel trade-off between the RD coding efficiency and the so-called drift error that occurs when the enhancement layer of a frame is discarded and reduces the quality of dependent frames. MPEG-4 fine grain scalability (FGS) employed motion compensated prediction only for the base layer, while the enhancement layer of a frame was encoded with reference only to the base layer of the frame. While this approach avoided drift errors, it resulted in RD inefficient encoding. At the other extreme, quality scalable MPEG-2 used the aggregate quality of base layer and available enhancement layers of a reference frame for the motion compensated prediction of the base layers of dependent frames. This approach of using the highest available quality as reference, makes the encoding highly RD efficient, but very susceptible to drift errors.
H.264 SVC MGS introduced the novel key picture concept to combine the benefits of the outlined MPEG-4 FGS and MPEG-2 approaches. Key pictures are the frames in the temporal base layer (see Section II-B1). Similar to MPEG-4 FGS, key frames use only the base layer of other key pictures as reference for motion-compensation prediction; thus, limiting the propagation of drift errors to the frames between two successive temporal base layer frames. In the illustration in Fig. 3 , the frames I 0 , P 4 , and I 8 are key pictures. The frame P 4 is forward predicted from the base layer of frame I 0 .
Similar to MPEG-2, H.264 SVC MGS uses the highest available quality representation given by the aggregate of base layer plus available MGS layers for RD efficient motion compensated prediction of the base layer and the enhancement layer of the frames between key pictures. As illustrated in and one enhancement layer (denoted by superscript e). The enhancement layer is partitioned into several MGS layers. The I and P frames are key frames, limiting the propagation of drift errors. The highest available qualities of the reference frames are used for the motion compensated prediction of the base layers of the B frames according to the hierarchical B frame structure. Fig. 3 , the prediction from the highest available quality follows the hierarchical B frame structure. For instance, the base layer of frame B 2 is predicted from the highest available qualities of frames I 0 and P 4 . Following the hierarchical B frame structure, the highest available qualities of frames B 2 and I 0 predict the base layer of frame B 1 . Thus, transmitting more MGS layers for frame B 2 can lead to an improvement in the PSNR quality of frame B 1 , even though no additional MGS layers are transmitted for frame B 1 .
In order to enable the adaptation of the number of MGS layers during network transport, each layer is typically separately packetized. For instance, with M = 3 MGS layers, each video frame results in a prefix NALU describing the frame, a NALU containing the encoded base layer, and three NALUs containing the MGS layers. Due to the prediction dependencies illustrated in Fig. 3 , discarding an MGS layer from a reference frame (such as frame B 2 ) affects the quality of dependent frames (such as frames B 1 and B 3 ). Thus, the adaptation of MGS layers involves typically an RD optimization that seeks to first drop the MGS layers that make the smallest contribution to the average PSNR quality of the decoded video stream relative to their size (in byte), as discussed in more detail in Section III-C2.
III. STRUCTURE OF H.264 SVC VIDEO TRACES
In this section we explain the structure of traces characterizing the different types of H.264 video encoding. We first present the basic trace structures for single-layer (nonscalable) video coding, followed by the additional features of the traces for layer-scalable and sublayer-scalable video coding.
There are two general types of video traces, namely (i) video frame size and quality traces, and (ii) offset distortion traces. For each video frame n, the offset distortion trace gives the PSNR video quality if subsequent frames n + d, d = 1, 2, . . . , g, are replaced by frame n. Thus, the offset distortion traces permit the evaluation of the PSNR video quality if a correctly received frame (i.e., frame n) is re-displayed to conceal the loss of one or more subsequent frames [61] , [62] . Unless noted otherwise we use the term video trace to refer to the set of both types of video traces for a given video encoding.
A. Single-layer H.264 Video Coding
Generally, a video trace library, including the library at http://trace.eas.asu.edu accompanying this tutorial, first requires the selection of a video title (sequence). Then, an encoded spatial resolution, such as the CIF 352×288 pixel or full HD 1920 × 1080 pixel format, a GoP pattern GgBb, and a quantization parameter (scale) q are usually selected to arrive at the video trace for a prescribed video encoding. Throughout, for single-layer video coding, we focus on encodings with a fixed quantization parameter q, which is also often referred to as variable bit rate (VBR) encoding [63] , [64] . VBR encoding results typically in relatively small quality variations of the encoded video frames at the expense of large variations of the encoded frame sizes. In contrast, socalled constant bit rate (CBR) video encoding adjusts the quantization parameter so as to keep the frame sizes nearly constant at the expense of relatively large frame quality variations.
1) Frame Timing Characterization:
We let n, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1, denote the number of a given frame in display order, i.e., the order in which the frames are captured when shooting the video and displayed when playing back the video. Note that the frames are typically encoded in a different order-the so-called encoding order-to account for the frame dependencies of the motion compensated prediction, see Section II and Fig. 1 . Let Δ denote the frame period (display time) of a frame in seconds, which is the inverse of the frame (display) frequency (in frames/second). In many current videos, the frame rate is 30 frames/s (or 25 frames/s), corresponding to a frame period of Δ = 33.33 ms (or Δ = 40 ms). Assuming that frame n = 0 is displayed at time zero, let δ n , n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, denote the time instant that frame n should be displayed. Note that δ n is equivalent to the cumulative display time (duration) up to and including the display time of frame n − 1, i.e., δ n = nΔ.
2) Frame Size Characterization: We let X q n , n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, denote the frame size (number of byte) of video frame n encoded (compressed) with the (fixed) quantization parameter q. In order to avoid excessive clutter in the notation, we omit the superscript q when the dependency on the quantization parameter setting q is not directly relevant. The size X n generally includes only the encoded video data from the video coding layer (VCL) and not the network encapsulation overhead that is added by the network abstraction layer (NAL). In particular, the size X n includes the network abstraction layer unit (NALU) encapsulation overhead for frame n, i.e., the one-byte header, but no additional NALUs that are commonly inserted into the encoded bitstream, such as frame prefixes or stream-level information.
3) Video Frame Quality Characterization: Objective video quality assessment methods that accurately predict the subjective quality assessment of human viewers through automated computational signal processing techniques have been widely researched [65] - [69] . The peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) has been found to give only moderately accurate approximations of the subjective video quality. Nevertheless, the PSNR is still widely used in video networking studies and video trace libraries due to its conceptual and computational simplicity. We let Q q,Y n , n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, denote the quality in terms of the PSNR (in dB) of the luminance component of video frame n encoded with quantization parameter q (and subsequently decoded). Similarly, let Q q,U n and Q q,V n , n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, denote the corresponding qualities of the two chrominance components (U and V). Again, we omit the superscript q when not needed.
The
. Thus, the offset distortion can be used to obtain the PSNR frame quality if the loss of a frame n + d during network transport is concealed by the re-display of a received earlier frame n.
Some video traces provide additional video quality characterizations. For instance, the traces for the HD singlelayer H.264 SVC encoded videos in the trace library at http://trace.eas.asu.edu include video quality metric (VQM) scores [70] , [71] . The VQM score is a number between zero and one, whereby a score in the range 0-0.2 indicates excellent video quality, a score in 0.2-0.4 indicates good video quality, and higher scores indicate lower qualities. The VQM scores were obtained with the command-line VQM (CVQM) tool for successive five second segments of the video; thus, all frames within a given five second segment have the same VQM score.
4) Trace Format:
A trace file (for brevity often referred to as trace) is typically a text file of ASCII characters. A trace file usually consists of a header portion and the actual video trace in table format. The header gives general information about the video, such as video title, frame (spatial) resolution, and frame frequency, as well as its encoding, such as employed encoder, GoP pattern, and quantization parameters. Additionally, the header may contain basic statistics for the video trace, such as minimum, maximum, and average frame size.
The tabular portion of the video trace file gives the characterization of the encoded video frames, whereby one line (row) of the table is dedicated to each encoded video frame. The line for a given frame gives usually frame number n, display instant δ n , frame type (I, P, or B), frame size X n (in byte), PSNR frame qualities Q Y n , Q U n , and Q V n , and, if available, additional quality characterizations. A trace containing all these detailed characterizations of an encoded frame is referred to as verbose, whereas a terse trace gives commonly only the frame size (and sometimes the frame number). We also note that some traces provide the frames in display order, whereas others provide them in encoder order. However, in this tutorial we let n consistently denote the frame number in display order.
B. Layer-scalable H.264 SVC Video Coding
The trace for each layer of a layer-scalable H.264 video encoding is similar in structure to the trace of a singlelayer encoding. Generally, the frame sizes in a layer trace correspond to the sizes (in byte) of the considered coding layer. However, the quality characterization in a given layer trace corresponds to the video quality of the aggregate of all layers up to and including the considered layer.
Temporal scalability, i.e., the adaptation of the frame frequency, can be flexibly combined with any of the other H.264 SVC scalability modes. The frame size and quality traces for a prescribed video coding consist typically of a set of τ + 1 traces, whereby each trace characterizes a given frame frequency. In particular, the trace for the lowest frame frequency corresponding to the temporal base layer T = 0 gives the frame sizes of the I and P frames, whereas the sizes of all other frames (which are in the higher temporal layers T > 0) are zero. Furthermore, the trace gives the video frame quality characterizations of the I and P frames. For the other frames, the trace gives the PSNR video frame quality that is achieved when re-displaying the preceding I or P frame in place of the considered frame. That is, the PSNR values from the offset distortion trace are included for the frames missing in a lower temporal layer to simulate the effect of re-display of the last successfully decoded frame.
The trace corresponding to temporal layer T = 1 includes the frames from the temporal base layer and temporal enhancement layer T = 1, effectively doubling the frame frequency compared to the temporal base layer. That is, the sizes and PSNR qualities of the frames in temporal layers T = 0 and 1 are given in the trace; whereas, for the frames in the higher temporal layers T = 2, . . . , τ, the size is given as zero and the quality is given as the offset distortion values of the frames in temporal layers T = 0, 1.
This structure of the temporal layer traces applies analogously to the higher temporal layers. The trace for the highest temporal layer T = τ contains all frame sizes and PSNR frame qualities and corresponds to the full frame frequency of the encoded video sequence.
C. Sublayer-scalable H.264 SVC MGS Coding
In addition to the video and encoding parameters characterizing a single-layer encoding, the selection of a vector of MGS weights is required to arrive at a prescribed H.264 MGS encoding and its corresponding set of traces in a video trace library. In the following we present the different MGS trace structures that are presently available. We focus on H.264 SVC MGS encodings with a base layer and one enhancement layer, which is divided into M MGS layers. 
2) Priority Level and Target Bit Rate Traces:
A video bitstream with a target bit rate ranging from the bitrate of the base layer to the bitrate of the complete encoding can be extracted from an H.264 SVC MGS encoding by dropping selected MGS layers from selected frames. The extraction of a video stream with a prescribed target bit rate from a given H.264 MGS encoding so as to maximize the video quality poses a complex optimization problem. The complexity is introduced by the H.264 SVC MGS inter-frame dependencies, illustrated in Fig. 3 , which make the lower layers of a frame dependent on the higher layers of a different frame. Dropping an MGS layer for a specific frame reduces not only the quality for this frame, but, typically, also the qualities of all dependent frames, each of which in turn may have several dependent frames. Good solutions with reasonable computational effort to this optimization problem are currently researched, see e.g., [21] , [72] - [75] .
We briefly describe two widely considered extraction mechanisms, namely the extraction mechanism [20] in the H.264 SVC Joint Scalable Video Model (JSVM) reference software (which leads to priority level traces) and the H.264 SVC temporal layer based extraction mechanism [73] , [76] (which leads to the MGS-temporal layers in Section III-C3).
The H.264 SVC JSVM reference extraction approach [20] , which is implemented in the reference QualityLevelAssigner and BitstreamExtractor tools, assigns a fixed priority (quality) level P 0 n = 63 to the base layer of each frame n and a priority level P m n ranging from 0 (lowest priority) to 63 (highest priority) to each MGS layer m of each frame n. The priority levels are evaluated with RD optimization strategies using both the encoded bitstream and the original (unencoded) video source. The RD optimization seeks to maximize the PSNR video quality for each frame while meeting a given target bitrate over the entire duration of the video sequence.
The priority level traces characterize the frame sizes and PSNR frame qualities corresponding to the video bit stream extracted with a prescribed priority level P . In particular, for a given H.264 SVC MGS encoding there are 64 priority level traces indexed by the priority levels P, P = 63, 62, . . . , 1, 0. The priority level trace P gives for each frame n the aggregate size (X n = m:P m n ≥P X m n in byte) and the PSNR frame quality of the MGS layers (plus the base layer) with a priority level of P or higher (i.e., priority levels P, P + 1, . . . , 63) , as well as the number of included MGS layers m, m = 0, 1, . . . , M. Note that m = 0 indicates that only the base layer is included for the frames, whereas m = M means that all M MGS layers are included.
After the priority levels have been assigned, the bitstream is extracted by dropping the MGS layers with the lowest priority level P = 0 from all frames, then the MGS layers with the next lowest priority level P = 1, and so on, until the target bit rate is met. With this extraction approach, the number of MGS layers included (streamed) can vary significantly from frame to frame from zero to the maximally available number of MGS layers M . The target bit rate traces characterize the frame sizes and PSNR frame qualities as well as the number of included MGS layers.
Slight differences between the target bitrate and the average bitrate of the extracted stream are due to the encapsulation overhead (such as stream-level and frame prefix NALUs) which is considered by the extraction method, but not included in video traces giving only the size of video coding data. Also, the last incomplete GoP of a video sequence is taken into account by the extraction method, but is dropped in video traces including only full GoPs.
3) MGS-Temporal Layer Traces:
The extraction mechanism based on the H.264 SVC temporal layers [73] , [76] does not require the compute intensive RD optimized priority level assignment. Instead, this approach builds on the frame dependencies of the H.264 SVC temporal layers. In particular, the approach proceeds by first dropping the highest MGS layer M from the frames in the highest temporal layer τ , followed by the second highest MGS layer M − 1 from the frames in the highest temporal layer τ , and so on until the target bit rate is met. Once all MGS layers have been dropped (i.e., only the base layer remains) from the frames in the highest temporal layer τ , then the highest MGS layer M is dropped from the frames in the second highest temporal layer τ − 1, then the second highest MGS layer M − 1 is dropped from these frames, and so on, until the target bit rate is met.
Formally, we define μ, μ = 0, 1, . . . , (τ + 1)M , as the MGS-temporal extraction threshold. The threshold μ = 0 corresponds to transmitting only the base layer for all frames; we do not consider combinations of temporal scalability with MGS scalability, which would correspond to dropping the base layer for some frames. At the other extreme, the threshold μ = (τ + 1)M corresponds to transmitting the base layer and all M MGS layers for the frames in all (τ + 1) temporal layers. μ, μ = 0, 1, . . . , (τ + 1) M , is available, and we consider this more limited set throughout the remainder of this tutorial.
The MGS-temporal layer based extraction can be performed to meet a prescribed target bit rate over a range of time horizons; for instance, over one GoP, over multiple GoPs, or over the entire length of a video sequence. Performing the extraction over time horizons longer than one GoP may result in variations of the average bit rates of the individual GoPs contained in the considered time horizon; only the average bit rate over all GoPs in the considered time horizon meets the target bit rate. Big Buck Bunny (14,315 frames) and Elephants Dream (15,691 frames) are two popular animated video sequences in the HD 1920 × 1080 pixels format with a frame rate of 24 frames/s. The Big Buck Bunny video has relatively high levels of texture (detail) in the visual appearance of the main characters while the motion levels vary from low motion scenes to high motion scenes. The Elephants Dream video has relative less texture detail while having generally consistently high levels of motion and many instances of abrupt motion.
IV. TRAFFIC AND QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS
We converted the individual video frames (images) to the YUV format, whereby Y denotes the luminance (brightness) component while U and V denote the two chrominance (color) components, using the open-source FFMPEG tool (http://www.ffmpeg.org) and down-sampled the thus generated YUV video to CIF format using the tools available with the JSVM reference software. The videos were encoded in MPEG-4, H.264/AVC, and H.264 SVC with the respective MPEG/ITU reference software encoders. The H.264 encodings employed CABAC and Lagrangian RD optimization.
In the following evaluation of the video traffic and quality characteristics, we focus primarily on the rate-distortion (RD) curve and the rate variability-distortion (VD) curve which we define for the specific notation of single-layer encoded video, see Section III-A. These definitions are analogously applied to the aggregate frame size and quality of a stream extracted from a layer-scalable or sublayer-scalable encoding. The ratedistortion (RD) curve is a plot of the average luminance PSNR video qualityQ
as a function of the average bit rate, which is obtained by dividing the average frame sizē
by the frame period, i.e., asX q /Δ. In particular, the individual frame sizes X q n and qualities Q q,Y n are from the video trace for quantization parameter q and the RD curve is obtained by plotting the points X q ,Q q,Y for a range of quantization parameters q. We remark that an alternative average luminance PSNR video qualityQ Y can be obtained by first averaging the mean square error (MSE) [65] , [69] values for the individual frames M n , n = 0, . . . , N − 1 to obtain the mean MSEM = We characterize the video traffic variability with the rate variability-distortion (VD) curve [77] , which is a plot of the standard deviation of the frame sizes normalized by the average frame size, i.e., of the coefficient of variation of the frame sizes
as a function of the average luminance PSNR video qualitȳ Q q,Y . That is, the VD curve is obtained by plotting the points Q q,Y , CoV q X for a range of quantization parameters q.
A. Single-layer (Non-scalable) H.264 Video Coding
In Figure 4 , we compare the RD and VD curves for Big Buck Bunny and Elephants Dream encoded with MPEG-4, H.264/AVC with classical B frames, and H.264 SVC with hierarchical B frames. The RD and VD results in Fig. 4 illustrate the general encoder characteristics verified for large sets of video test sequences [11] , [12] As a result of these higher traffic variabilities, H.264/AVC can support more video streams than H.264 SVC and even MPEG-4 can support more video streams than H.264/AVC and SVC when multiplexing few unsmoothed video streams over a fixed-capacity bufferless link [12] . Appropriate video traffic management, e.g., through buffering and smoothing, is therefore critical to retain the encoding performance gains of H.264/AVC and SVC during network transport. Importantly, H.264 SVC requires typically smoothing windows (i.e., blocks of video frames that are averaged) or multiplexer buffers twice as large as H.264/AVC to translate the encoding performance gain of H.264 SVC into a commensurate gain in the number of supported video streams over a given link [78] .
Other key conclusions from extensive encoding experiments and traffic and quality analyses are:
• The RD efficiency of H.264 SVC with hierarchical B frames improves with increasing number of B frames in a GoP, i.e., G16B15 is the most RD efficient GoP structure with 16 frames in a GoP (but also has the highest traffic variability). For H.264/AVC with classical B frames, the GoP structure G16B3 tends to give the highest RD efficiency for 16-frame GoPs.
• The long-range dependence characteristics [79] 
B. Layer-scalable H.264 Video Coding
The main insights from extensive temporal and spatial layer scalable encodings are that the H.264 SVC layers have significantly higher RD efficiency and traffic variability than the corresponding layers of layer-scalable MPEG-4 encodings. After applying the same basic window smoothing, H.264 SVC layers still have higher traffic variability than MPEG-4 layers [15] . For combined spatio-temporal scalable H.264 SVC encodings, the characteristics of the temporal layers of each spatial resolution of the combined encoding are well approximated by the temporal layers in encodings for a fixed spatial resolution (i.e., encodings without spatial scalability).
In Figure 5, Fig. 5 ). We observe from Fig. 5 that H.264 CGS has lower RD efficiency compared to H.264 single-layer encodings. For a given PSNR video quality, the H.264 CGS bitrate is 18-40 % higher than the corresponding H.264 single-layer bit rate. More extensive studies [80] confirmed these typical results and found that larger differences in the quantization parameters of the CGS layers (and correspondingly fewer CGS layers) lead to slightly smaller bit rate overheads of 10-30 % for encodings with two CGS enhancement layers. However, for smaller quantization parameter differences, there are typically substantially higher bit rate overheads on the order of 30-80 %. Thus, with H.264 CGS the flexibility of adapting video bit rate and quality by adding or dropping CGS layers comes at the expense of a relatively high bit rate overhead.
The CoV X values for the H.264 CGS encodings are in the range from 1.2-1.4 for Big Buck Bunny and in the range from 1.0-1.2 for Elephants Dream, whereby the point for the second enhancement layer is included in the plots in Fig. 5(c) and (d) , respectively. These results indicate that the H.264 CGS streams have smaller traffic variabilities than the corresponding H.264 single-layer streams. In additional evaluations, we found that smoothing over one GoP reduces the CoV X values, significantly, down to 0.65-0.9 for both sequences. Thus, at the GoP timescale, H.264 CGS and singlelayer encodings have similar traffic variability; whereas, at the frame timescale, H.264 CGS has significantly lower traffic variability than the corresponding single-layer encodings.
C. Sublayer-scalable H.264 Video Coding
In Figure 5 , we plot the RD and VD curves of H.264 SVC MGS with MGS layer extraction, priority level extraction, and MGS-temporal layer extraction on the GoP time scale. We consider H.264 MGS encodings with one enhancement layer (with quantization parameter 35 for the base layer and 25 for the enhancement layer). We employ the MGS weights W = [1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 4]. For these MGS encodings we employ slight encoder parameter optimizations over the basic non-scalable encoding setting so as to achieve good RD performance for practically realistic encoding times. Specifically, we reduce the search range for the motion-compensated prediction from 32 pixels for the single-layer to 16 for the MGS encodings. We employ the Hadamard transform domain distortion measure for sub-sample (sub-pixel) motion search with 16 search iterations and weighted bidirectional prediction for MGS encodings; while the single-layer encodings employ the default sum of absolute differences distortion measure with four search iterations and without weighted bi-directional prediction.
We observe from Figs. 5(a) and (b) that the MGS extraction method has a profound impact on the RD performance. Whereas extracting MGS layer by MGS layer gives rather poor RD performance, the extraction by priority levels gives excellent RD performance that closely approaches or even slightly exceeds the corresponding single layer RD performance in the lower to mid bit rate range. The priority level assignment P m n to the individual MGS layers m, m = 0, 1, . . . , M, of the individual video frames n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, is based on compute-intensive RD optimization techniques that consider the RD efficiency, i.e., the contribution of each MGS layer m of each frame n toward the average PSNR video qualitȳ Q Y of the video sequence relative to its size X m n (in byte). In the lower to mid bit rate range up to approximately 300 kbps, only those MGS layers from those frames that have the highest RD efficiency are extracted from the encoded bit stream for transmission. As we approach the upper end of the bit rate range, all MGS layers from all frames, i.e., even the least RD efficient MGS layers, are included. Thus, the RD optimal extraction can no longer mask the bit rate overhead for the scalable encoding, resulting in the drop-off of the H.264 MGS RD curves relative to the H.264 single-layer RD curves at the upper end of the bit rate range. In contrast to the priority level based extraction, MGS layer based extraction gives poor RD performance as it does not consider the RD efficiency properties of the individual MGS layers of the individual video frames. The MGS layer extraction includes the same number of MGS layers m for each frame n irrespective of the position of frame n in the hierarchical B frame prediction structure. The MGS layer extraction thus counteracts the H.264 SVC MGS encoding strategy of utilizing high quality reference frames for the predictive encoding of lower layers of dependent frames (see Fig. 3 ).
We further observe from Fig. 5 that MGS-temporal layer based extraction provides a good compromise between high RD efficiency and low computational complexity of the extraction method. The MGS-temporal layer based extraction considers the inter-frame dependencies in the hierarchical B frame encoding. In particular, to reduce the video bit rate, MGS layers are first dropped from the frames with the least number of dependent frames so as to minimize the quality degradations of the dependent frames. As we observe in Fig. 5 , and is confirmed in [80] , this MGS-temporal layer strategy conducted for each individual GoP closely approximates the RD performance of the priority level extraction while avoiding its high computational cost. Conducting the MGS-temporal layer based extraction over the entire video sequence gives essentially identical results to the priority level extraction (which also operates over the entire video sequence).
Another main characteristic of the H.264 SVC MGS RD performance [80] is that the setting of the MGS weights W has a relatively minor impact on the RD performance. The weight vector W = [1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 4] considered in Fig. 5 provides sufficiently many MGS layers M for highly flexible bit rate adaptation. Increasing the number of MGS layers to M = 12, e.g., with the weight vector W = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3] , gives very slightly lower RD performance due to the increased scalable coding overhead.
Furthermore, a main characteristic of H.264 SVC MGS is that the quantization parameters of the base layer and enhancement layer can be used to adjust the range over which the bit rate can be adapted. A wider bit rate range comes at the expense of slightly reduced RD efficiency due to the relatively lower-quality encoding reference provided by a lower-quality base layer. Importantly, as we observed in Fig. 5(a) and (b) , the H.264 MGS RD performance drops off toward the upper end of the bit rate range. Therefore, the enhancement layer quantization parameter should be chosen such that the upper end of the quality range, i.e., the video quality with the full enhancement layer, is 1-2 dB higher than the desired upper end of the quality adaptation range.
Turning to the VD results in Fig. 5 , we observe for the priority level extraction in the range of high RD efficiency (from about 36 dB to 41 dB for Big Buck Bunny), a significantly higher frame size CoV compared to the single-layer encoding. This indicates that the extraction of those MGS layers from those frames with the highest RD efficiency increases the variability (burstiness) of the video traffic. Effectively, the priority level extraction selects MGS layers such that relatively large frames become even larger, while small frames remain small. The VD behavior of the GoP time scale MGS-temporal layer extraction in the range of high RD efficiency is similar in that it exceeds the variability of the single-layer encoding; although, the variability increase is less pronounced than for priority level extraction. (Additional evaluations, not included to avoid clutter, indicate that MGS-temporal layer extraction over the full video sequence gives similarly high frame size CoV values as the priority level extraction.) Toward the upper end of the quality range, the CoV values of priority and MGS-temporal layer extraction sharply drop, mainly because the normalizing average frame sizeX in Eqn. (3) becomes relatively larger as the RD efficiency of the encoding drops off.
We briefly remark that the slight differences in RD values and somewhat more pronounced differences in VD values between the single-layer encodings and the base layer (leftmost point) of the MGS encodings in Fig. 5 are due to the slight encoding parameter optimizations for these MGS encodings.
Additional evaluations for the GoP time scale [80] have revealed that smoothing the frames over each GoP removes the variability that has been added by the MGS layer extraction. In particular, the GoP size CoV values of the MGS streams with both priority and MGS-temporal layer extraction conducted over the full video sequence are very close to the GoP size CoV for the single-layer encoding.
V. EVALUATING NETWORK TRANSPORT WITH H.264 VIDEO TRACES
Video traces can be employed to simulate video traffic in a wide range of network simulations. We refer to [9] , [62] for general instructions, presented in the context of MPEG-4 video, for generating video traffic workloads from video traces as well as the estimation of video related performance metrics, such as the frame starvation probability. In this section, we focus on the unique aspects that arise in simulations with H.264 video traces. Throughout, for improved clarity, we focus on the transport of a single video stream.
A. Single-layer (non-scalable) H.264 Video 1) Playout Timing and Delays:
The hierarchical B frame prediction in H.264 SVC introduces larger delays than the classical B frame prediction used in MPEG-4 (and by default in H.264/AVC). We compare both B frame prediction structures for a live streaming scenario without frame smoothing in Figure 6 and refer to [78] for a study considering the streaming of pre-recorded video and frame smoothing in detail. We consider the GoP structure G16B15, i.e., β = 15 B frames between successive I frames. We suppose that the frame capture time is negligible and that it takes one frame period each to encode, transmit, and decode a frame.
In Fig. 6 , the video frames are denoted by frame type and capture (recording) time instant. For instance, I 0 denotes the intracoded (I) frame captured at time 0, while B 8 denotes the bidirectionally coded (B) frame captured at time instant 8Δ. The encode, transport, and decode time axes indicate when a frame is encoded, transmitted, and decoded. For instance, in Fig. 6(a) , frame B 8 is encoded during the frame period from 24Δ to 25Δ, transmitted during the frame period from 25Δ to 26Δ, and decoded during the frame period from 26Δ to 27Δ. The display time axis gives the instants that each video frame is played out (displayed) on the screen. The offset (timeshift) between the capture axis (top axis) and the display axis (bottom axis) is the delay introduced by the video coding and transmission between the video capture (recording) and the video display. For the scenario illustrated in Fig. 6 , we observe a delay of 19Δ with classical B frames and a delay of 22Δ with hierarchical B frames.
Examining closer the cause of these different delays for the case of live video streaming, we observe that the video frames are in display order on the capture and display axes, whereas, they are in encoding order on the encode, transmit, and decode axes. Specifically, for encoding a dependent frame, such as frame B 1 , the encoder needs the encoded versions of the reference frames. With classical B frame prediction, frame B 1 only requires reference frames I 0 and I 16 , whereas, hierarchical B frame prediction requires reference frames I 0 , I 16 , B 8 , B 4 , and B 2 . Thus, an additional delay of three frame periods, i.e., 3Δ, is introduced by hierarchical B frame prediction. This additional delay becomes visible in Fig. 6 when comparing the frame sequences on the decode and display axes. In particular, in Fig. 6(b) , the decoding of frame B 1 completes at time 23Δ; thus, the playback can start at the earliest at time 22Δ with frame I 0 .
In the case of streaming prerecorded video, all encoded frames are available for immediate streaming (transport) upon a streaming request. Only the delays due to transport, decoding, and reordering (from encoding order to display order) are incurred. Specifically, in the classical B frame scenario illustrated in Fig. 6(a) , the stream can effectively be requested at time instant 16Δ, i.e., the transport of the encoded frame I 0 can commence at 16Δ, and the playback can commence at time instant 19Δ, for a delay of 3Δ. We observe from Fig. 6(b) that the corresponding delay for the streaming of prerecorded video encoded with hierarchical B frames is 6Δ (effectively from time instant 16Δ to time instant 22Δ).
Generally, with β B frames between successive I and P frames, the live streaming delay is (4 + β)Δ for classical B frames and (3 + β + log 2 (1 + β))Δ for hierarchical B frames [78] . For the streaming of prerecorded video, the delays are 3Δ for classical B frames and (2 + log 2 (β + 1))Δ for hierarchical B frames. More detailed delay results, including delays for streaming systems with negligible computation time for encoding and decoding, are provided in [78] . It is important to keep in mind that this delay increase due to the hierarchical B frame dependencies is not the only additional delay encountered when streaming video encoded with H.264 SVC compared to video encoded with H.264/AVC or MPEG-4. In addition, H.264 SVC encoded video typically requires larger delays for smoothing out the higher frame size variability. Reaping the benefit of the smaller average bit rate of H.264 requires typically twice the smoothing delay compared to H.264/AVC [78] .
2) Packetization: The H.264/AVC standard introduced the concept of network abstraction layer units (NALUs), which encapsulate the encoded video information. As noted in Section III, video traces typically characterize only the size of the encoded video data (including the NALU header).
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(a) Classical B frame prediction. (b) Hierarchical B frame prediction, β = 15. veyed in parameter set NALUs [55] . Reasonable approximations for the sizes of these parameter set NALUs are 200 bytes for an H.264 SVC single layer encoding, 600 bytes for an H.264 SVC CGS encoding, and 900 bytes for an H.264 SVC MGS encoded video sequence. In addition, each frame is typically preceded by a prefix NALU ranging usually from 8 to 10 bytes. The prefix NALU informs the decoder about the frame dependencies and the scalability hierarchy, and is not reported in the video traces. In many networking scenarios, the encoded video bitstream is transported using the Real Time Protocol (RTP) [81] . An RTP packet consists of the 12 byte RTP header, an 8 byte UDP header (20 bytes for TCP), and 20 byte IPv4 header (40 bytes for IPv6). The packaging of the NALUs into RTP packets is the subject of an Internet Draft [82] and follows largely the underlying principles from [83] , [84] . An RTP packet may contain a single NALU, multiple NALUs (which may belong to the same frame or different frames), or a fragment of a NALU.
3) Example Evaluation: In this section, we provide an illustrative example for using a video trace for simulating a single video stream. In particular, we illustrate the packetization of the video traffic and the evaluation of the received video quality after lossy network transport. a) Packetization: We consider the first 32 frames of the Big Buck Bunny video sequence, so as to illustrate the transmission of the sequence-level parameter set NALUs before the transmission of the first encoded video frame. We consider the Big Buck Bunny sequence in the CIF format encoded with H.264 SVC with hierarchical B frames into a single layer using the GoP pattern G16B15 and quantization parameter q = 28 for I frames (and 30 for B frames).
We focus in this illustrative example on using the video traces to simulate an individual stream. We consider transmission of the frames in encoding order. We suppose that the video stream is transmitted using RTP and IPv4; thus, the encapsulation overhead is 40 bytes per sent packet. We consider a network with a path maximum transfer unit (MTU) of 1500 bytes. The sender fragments NALUs larger than 1460 bytes to avoid fragmentation along the simulated transport path. Generally, the sequence-level parameter set NALUs can be transmitted differently from the encoded video data NALUs, e.g., a higher transport quality of service can be used for these important signaling NALUs. We account for the parameter set NALUs with the 200 bytes in the first line of Table I . In our example, we aggregate for each frame the prefix NALU and the corresponding VCL NALU into one RTP packet (or several RTP packets when the MTU is exceeded). Table I illustrates the sizes of the encoded video frames (as obtained from the video trace) and the resulting sizes of the RTP packets (in bytes). We note that these first frames of the video include the opening credits which can be compressed very efficiently, resulting in small frame sizes (most B frames among the first 16 frames are smaller than 50 bytes) and relatively high PSNR qualities (above 46 dB).
b) Received Video Quality:
Suppose that the RTP packet carrying frame number n = 18 in display order is not received. In order to determine the impact of the loss of frame n = 18 on the decodeability of other frames, we find the position of frame n = 18 in the B frame hierarchy in Fig. 1(b) . We find that frame n = 18 falls into the second GoP of the video sequence, and, specifically, is in position 2 in the GoP display order. This frame in position 2 is needed for decoding frames 1 and 3 in the GoP (i.e., frames n = 17 and n = 19 in display order); no other frames in the GoP depend on the frame in position 2. For an elementary error concealment mechanism that redisplays the last successfully decoded frame for frames that are lost (or cannot be decoded), frame n = 16 is redisplayed for frames n = 17, 18, and 19. We obtain the PSNR values for these frames from the offset distortion trace for frame n = 16, reading off Q 
B. Layer-scalable H.264 Video 1) Temporal Layer Bit Rate and Quality Scaling:
H.264 SVC encodings allow for temporal scalability, i.e., dynamically adapting the frame rate, by discarding or adding temporal layers T = 1, 2, . . . , τ, of hierarchical B frames. This dropping and adding of temporal layers allows for an initial scaling of the video bit rate and quality; additionally, the bit rate and quality can be adapted through dropping and adding of CGS layers and/or MGS layers. In order to match a prescribed target bitrate with temporal scalability, we can discard temporal layers, starting from the highest temporal layer T = τ . In particular, a common approach is to convert a prescribed target bitrate into a byte budget for each GoP. Then, temporal layers are dropped within each individual GoP to meet the GoP byte budget.
The PSNR video quality after adaptation through dropping or adding temporal layers in conjunction with loss concealment through frame redisplay can be obtained from the offset distortion traces. For instance, dropping the highest temporal enhancement layer, layer T = τ = 4, in the G16B15 GoP structure in Fig. 1(b) cuts the frame rate in half. The PSNR video qualities of the remaining displayed frames in layers T = 0, 1, . . . , τ − 1 can be read from the frame size and quality traces. For error concealment through frame redisplay, the PSNR qualities of the dropped frames can be read from the offset distortion traces of the frames in layers T = 0, 1, . . . , τ − 1; in particular, from the column for offset d = 1.
2) CGS Quality Scalability: In addition to temporal scalability, or instead of temporal scalability, the other layer scalability modes, namely CGS quality scalability or spatial scalability can be employed. We consider in the following CGS quality scalability. An H.264 SVC CGS encoding has the interframe dependencies illustrated in Fig. 1(b) in each layer, i.e., in the base layer and in each CGS enhancement layer. In addition, higher layers are encoded with reference to lower layers, e.g., the second CGS enhancement layer of frame B 8 depends on the first CGS enhancement layer and the base layer of frame B 8 . Rate adaptation through dropping and adding CGS enhancement layers should consider these encoding dependencies to avoid transmitting CGS layers that cannot be decoded at the receiver due to missing encoding references, as elaborated in the following example adaptation strategies.
a) Rate/Quality Adaptation: A basic CGS quality scalability strategy is to add CGS enhancement layers (starting with the first CGS enhancement layer) to the base layer until a prescribed video bit rate is met. This adaptation of the number of CGS enhancement layers can be conducted on a range of time scales. For meeting a prescribed video bit rate over each GoP, for instance, the CGS enhancement layers are added to the base layers of all frames in a GoP until the GoP byte budget is exhausted. With this GoP time scale approach, the bit rate can be adjusted for each GoP according to the available network bandwidth.
A more complex adaptation strategy can combine varying the number of CGS enhancement layers with omitting the base layer (and all CGS enhancement layers) of some frames resulting effectively in combined temporal-CGS scalability. For instance for the G16B15 GoP pattern, illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , with two CGS enhancement layers, the odd-indexed frames B 1 , B 3 , and so on, could be omitted while all three layers are transmitted for all other frames I 0 , B 2 , . . . , I 16 . In this scenario, the PSNR quality of the odd-indexed B frames can be obtained from the offset distortion traces for the second enhancement layer of the even-indexed frames. For instance, the PSNR value for B 3 can be read from the offset distortion trace of the second enhancement layer of frame B 2 for offset d = 1. Continuing the example, suppose that for the evenindexed frames B 18 , B 20 , . . . , I 32 , the base layer and only one enhancement layer are transmitted, while the odd-indexed frames B 17 , B 19 , . . . , B 31 , are still omitted. Then, the PSNR quality of these odd-indexed frames can be obtained from the offset distortion traces of the first enhancement layer of the even-indexed frames.
Generally, rate adaptation mechanisms should transmit dependent frames with the same (or a smaller) number of layers as (than) the frames they depend on. For instance, if frame B 8 in Fig. 1(b) is sent with base layer and one enhancement layer (and frames I 0 and I 16 are sent with two enhancement layers), then frame B 12 should be send with only the base layer and one enhancement layer. Transmitting the second enhancement layer for frame B 12 would be an inefficient use of bandwidth as frame B 12 is missing the second enhancement layer forward reference from frame B 8 . b) Network Losses: As each H.264 SVC CGS layer has the dependency structure illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , losses have similar effects as for single-layer streaming. If only higher CGS layers are lost for a frame, the PSNR can be read from the layer trace corresponding to the layers received for the frame. As an example, suppose that all frames were sent with the base layer and two enhancement layers. All three layers have been received for all frames, except that the second enhancement layer of frame B 14 was lost. The received frame PSNR qualities can then be obtained from the trace for the second enhancement layer for frames I 0 , B 1 , . . . , B 12 and frame I 16 . Frame B 13 misses the backward reference from frame B 14 in the second enhancement layer. Depending on the outcome of the motion-compensated prediction, the encoder may or may not have used this backward reference to encode the second enhancement layer of frame B 13 . However, generally both forward and backward prediction are needed for correct decoding and we can therefore conservatively approximate the quality of frame B 13 (and similarly frame B 15 ) from the first enhancement layer trace. On the other hand, if a frame is completely lost, the frame PSNR for re-display of a preceding frame can be read from the preceding frame's offset distortion trace for the appropriate layer, as illustrated in the example in Section V-B2a.
As noted in Section IV-B, H.264 SVC CGS quality scalability incurs high bit rate overheads when the number of CGS enhancement layers grows larger than about two or three. Low bit rate overheads in the 10-30 % range have only been observed with two CGS enhancement layers that permit the switching between three levels (base layer and base layer with one or two enhancement layers) of vastly different bit rates or video qualities, e.g., for three distinct classes of video service. Finer grained adaptations of the video bit rate or quality, e.g., in response to small to moderate temporary changes in network bandwidth, require typically H.264 SVC MGS encodings.
C. Sublayer Scalable H.264 SVC MGS Encoded Video
In this section, we explain how to simulate the transmission of H.264 SVC MGS encoded video. We explain how the different types of MGS traces introduced in Section III-C can be used to simulate rate adaptations and to determine the PSNR video quality at the receiver. We note that throughout, the base layer and each MGS layer is independently packetized, similarly to the case of layer-scalable encoded video.
1) MGS Layer Traces:
Initially, we consider the simulation of the streaming with rate adaptation through dropping or adding complete MGS layers using the MGS layer traces. The MGS layer trace for a given MGS layer m, m = 0, 1, . . . , M (whereby m = 0 corresponds to the base layer) gives the PSNR frame quality for the scenario where for all frames the base layer and the MGS layers up to and including MGS layer m are received. Packet losses or rate adaptations through dropping and adding MGS layers lead to varying numbers for received MGS layers for the frames. H.264 SVC MGS uses the highest available quality of the reference frames for encoding dependent frames, i.e., the lower layers of a given frame are encoded with reference to the highest available layers of the reference frames. As a result, variations in the numbers of MGS layers in a given frame have implications for the PSNR qualities of dependent frames that can only be approximated with MGS layer traces.
For instance, consider the MGS layer trace excerpts in Table II for the encoding with the G16B15 GoP structure (illustrated in Fig. 1(b) ) with M = 6 MGS layers. Suppose the base layer and all M = 6 MGS layers have been received for all frames, except frame n = 1297 for which only the base layer has been received. Frame n = 1297 corresponds to frame B 1 in the GoP structure in Fig. 1(b) , i.e., it is not referenced in the encoding of any other frame in the GoP. Thus, the PSNR qualities of all other frames can be read from the MGS layer trace for m = M = 6. The base layer trace gives an approximation, more specifically a lower bound, of the displayed PSNR quality of Q 0,Y 1297 = 31.0 dB for frame n = 1297 (B 1 in the GoP structure). To see this, note that the base layer trace considers the scenario where only the base layer is received for frame B 1 and all its reference frames, including frames I 0 , B 2 , B 4 , and so on. Since these frames have been received with more layers, i.e., in higher quality, the actual decoded PSNR quality of frame B 1 is likely higher. Characterizing the exact PSNR frame qualities for all combinations of such cases is prohibitively complex. The priority level and MGS-temporal layer traces characterize the PSNR values for some of these combinations.
Next, suppose again that all frames are completely received but only the MGS layers up to M = 5 are received for frame n = 1298 (corresponding to frame B 2 in the GoP structure in Fig. 1(b) ). Frames Generally, when evaluating video quality it is important to keep in mind that the PSNR provides a moderately accurate measure of the subjective (viewer perceived) video quality [65] - [68] . Nevertheless, the PSNR is widely used as it has low computational complexity and can thus be provided for long video traces, which are required for evaluating network transport mechanisms with high levels of statistical confidence. When applying approximations to determine the PSNR values from video traces in an evaluation of network transport mechanisms, the same approximation should be consistently applied to all mechanisms considered in a comparative study.
Base Layer MGS Layers
The effects of dropping layers to adapt to lower available network bandwidth can similarly be approximated. For instance, the base layer and all m = 6 MGS layers may be streamed up to and including the I frame n = 1312 in Table II , while only the base layer and the first m = 5 MGS layers are streamed for subsequent frames. Then, the PSNR qualities of frames n = 1313 and onward can be approximated by the PSNR values in the m = 5 MGS layer trace (possibly averaged with the PSNR values in the m = 6 MGS layer trace).
As observed in Section IV-C, adapting bit rates by dropping MGS layers for all frames irrespective of their position in the hierarchical B frame structure gives low RD efficiency. This is mainly because dropping the MGS layers uniformly from all frames counteracts the key frame encoding mechanism of H.264 SVC MGS that uses higher layers of some frames as encoding references for the lower layers of other frames. We proceed therefore to simulating the streaming of MGS encoded video using the priority levels traces and the MGS-temporal layer traces in the next subsections. Nevertheless, the complex frame and MGS layer dependencies illustrated in this section need to be carefully considered when determining the PSNR frame qualities at the receiver.
2) Target Bit Rate Traces: The target bit rate traces can be used to simulate the transmission of a video stream that meets a prescribed average bit rate over the duration of the full encoded video sequence. The frame sizes in the target bit rate traces do not include the packetization overheads, nor additional NALUs, such as prefix NALUs. If a simulation scenario requires packetized frames, the packetization overhead needs to be added to the frame sizes. Furthermore, if a simulation scenario requires that the individual MGS layers are packetized and streamed separately, the number of extracted MGS layers m for each video frames needs to be read from the target bit rate trace. Subsequently, the sizes of the individual m MGS layers (without packetization overhead) can be read from the individual MGS layer traces. When simulating with the target bit rate traces it is important to keep in mind that the underlying RD optimization of the bit stream extraction over the complete video stream results typically in significant short-term variations of the bit rate around the target bit rate.
3) Priority Level Traces: Alternatively, the MGS stream transmission can be directly simulated with the priority level traces which give the aggregate frame size X n , PSNR video quality Q n , and number of MGS layers m for a given priority level P, P = 63, 62, . . . , 1, 0 (whereby P = 63 indicates the highest priority). The priority level P can be used in a wide variety of ways to prioritize the transmission of the video packets or to adapt the video bit rate. For instance, the high priority video data with priority levels in the range 63 to P could be transmitted with a higher priority class in a differentiated services network, while video data with priority levels P − 1 to 0 is transmitted with lower priority.
Excerpts of the priority level traces for P = 30 and P = 20 for Big Buck Bunny are given in Table III . Notice that the frame sizes in Table III are obtained by summing the sizes of the layers with a priority level of P or higher, that is, X n in Table III Table III cannot be  obtained from Table II . Instead, the frame PSNR qualities in priority level traces were obtained by carrying out the actual bitstream extraction according to the priority levels followed by decoding and comparison with the original (unencoded) frames.
a) Rate/Quality Adaptation: For an example of the rate adaptation, consider again Table III. Suppose that up to and including frame n = 1312 there is sufficient bandwidth for transmitting all MGS layers with a priority level of P ≥ 20, but then a reduction in bandwidth allows transmission of only MGS layers with priority levels P ≥ 30. We observe for the example in Table III that increasing the priority level threshold from 20 to 30 results in the dropping of all MGS layers from the frames corresponding to B frames B 2 , B 4 , B 6 , B 10 , and so on in the hierarchical B frame prediction structure in Fig. 1(b) , while the number of MGS layers is reduced from m = 6 to m = 1 for the "middle" B frame B 8 . The I frames in the temporal base layer retain all m = 6 MGS layers. Notice that even though no MGS layers are dropped from the odd-indexed B frames, their PSNR qualities are still reduced since only lower quality reference frames are available after the switch to the higher priority level threshold P = 30. For instance, the PSNR quality of frame n = 1313 would be 38.2 dB if all reference frames were received according to the P = 20 threshold, but is reduced to 37.8 dB with the P = 30 threshold.
Generally, we give the following two recommendations for using the priority level traces in simulations with bit rate or quality adaptations: (R1) All M MGS layers should be included for all I frames, which translates for a given MGS layer trace into a maximum priority level P max = min {n: n=kg} P M n for k = 0, 1, . . ., i.e., the minimum is taken over all I frames. For the example trace in Table II , setting the priority level to P max = 37 or lower ensures that all M = MGS layers are included for all I frames; whereas, a priority level higher than 37 would exclude the highest-indexed MGS layers. (R2) Rate or quality adaptations through adapting the priority level should only be made on a GoP by GoP basis, i.e., at I frames.
When both of these guidelines are followed, the streamed frame sizes and the received PSNR frame qualities (without losses in the network) can be read from the priority level traces.
We proceed to justify these two recommendations by considering the cases when one or two of the recommendations are violated. First, when a trace with a priority level P higher than P max is used for network simulations, then some I frames will miss their highest MGS layers. As long as the same priority level trace P is used for the entire stream duration (and no network losses occur), then the received PSNR frame qualities can be read from the priority level trace P . However, switching during the streaming simulation from (or to) priority level trace P 1 , P 1 > P max , to (or from) another priority level trace P 2 (whereby P 2 is arbitrary) may require approximations of the frame PSNR. For instance, suppose that priority level trace P 1 is used up to and including an I frame n, for which trace P 1 includes m 1 , m 1 < M, MGS layers. Suppose that trace P 2 , which includes m 2 , m 2 = m 1 , MGS layers for I frame n, is used for frame n + 1 and onward. Then, the actual PSNR values for frames n+1, . . . , n+ g − 1 are not contained in trace P 2 since trace P 2 is for m 2 MGS layers in I frame n. However, I frame n, which serves as a reference for frames n+1, . . . , n+g−1, has m 1 , m 1 = m 2 , MGS layers in I frame n in the actual simulated stream. Thus, the PSNR values for frames n + 1, . . . , n + g − 1 would need to be approximated, e.g., by averaging the PSNR values from traces P 1 and P 2 .
Next consider switching priority level traces inside a GoP. For instance, suppose that priority level trace P = 20 in Table III is used up to and including frame n = 1304 and trace P = 30 is used for frame n = 1305 and onwards. Then, the actual PSNR values for frames n = 1305 through 1311 are not in these traces and would need to be approximated, or, in this particular case, could be obtained from MGS-temporal layer trace μ = 2M = 12.
In summary, by following the two recommendations (R1) and (R2), the actual PSNR values can be read from the traces and approximations be avoided. The two recommendations (R1) and (R2) are in accordance with a wide range of practical streaming scenarios as omitting MGS layers from I frames results in PSNR values that are too low for many streaming applications and adapting bit rates at most once per GoP provides sufficient flexibility for many networking protocols.
b) Network Losses: The evaluation of the impact of the loss of some MGS layers or even the base layer of a frame n during network transport depends critically on the position of the frame in the prediction structure in Fig. 3 . If frame n has no dependent frames, then there is no error propagation to dependent frames and only frame n is affected. If frame n has dependent frames, then the PSNR quality of frame n and all its dependent frames are affected. The PSNR quality of an affected frame can be obtained (or conservatively approximated) from a priority level trace or MGS-temporal layer trace with the same (or a smaller) number of MGS layers for frame n as frame n has after the loss in the simulation, and the same (or a smaller) number of MGS layers for the reference frames of frame n.
For instance, suppose in a simulated transmission of priority level trace P = 20 in Table III the MGS layer of frame n = 1298 is lost. Then, the PSNR qualities of the affected frames 1297-1299 can be conservatively approximated from the priority level trace P = 30 in Table III . This approximation would be quite conservative since the reference frames 1300 and 1304 have significantly fewer MGS layers in the P = 30 trace compared to the received video in the simulation. A closer approximation is provided by the μ = 14 MGStemporal layer trace in Table IV , which has the same number of MGS layers for reference frames 1296, 1312, 1304, and 1300, and the same number of MGS layers for frame 1298 as frame 1298 has after the simulated network loss. From Table IV , we obtain the PSNR qualities of frames 1297, 1298, and 1299 after the loss as 37.8 dB, 37.9 dB, and 37.8 dB.
4) MGS-Temporal Layer Traces:
While the priority level based extraction provides the RD optimal selection of MGS layers to transmit for each frame, the RD optimization is computationally demanding. Application scenarios with limited computing resources or tight time constraints may not allow for compute intensive RD optimal extraction of MGS layers. For such networking scenarios where priority level information is not available, transmitting MGS layers according to MGS-temporal layer extraction is a low-complexity alternative that approximates the priority level based extraction. Table IV illustrates the MGS-temporal layer traces for three adaptation scenarios. In the left example with μ = 14, all M = 6 MGS layers are included for frames in temporal layers up to T μ − 1 = μ M − 1 = 1, i.e., for temporal layers 0, and 1, while m μ = μ − T μ M = 2 MGS layers are included for frames in temporal layer T μ = 2. Only the base layer (m = 0) is included for frames in temporal layers T μ + 1 = 3 and 4. Notice that similar to the priority level traces, the frame sizes in the MGS-temporal layer traces can be obtained by adding the frame sizes of the corresponding MGS layer traces, e.g., for frame n = 1296, Table II is equal to X 1296 = 22247 bytes in Table IV . However, the PSNR quality in the MGS-temporal layer traces in Table IV cannot be obtained from the MGS layer traces in Table II ; rather, actual encoding, bitstream extraction, and decoding operations of the H.264 SVC codec need to be conducted to obtain the PSNR values in the MGS-temporal layer traces For simulating rate/quality adaptations and determining the impact of network losses, generally the same considerations as explained for priority level traces in Section V-C3 apply. In particular, recommendation (R1) still holds since switching to (or from) an MGS-temporal layer trace μ, μ < M , to another MGS-temporal layer trace would require approximations of the PSNR values of the frames between the last I frame from the old trace and the first I frame from the new trace (as at least one of these I frames would have less than M MGS layers).
The MGS-temporal layer traces indexed with the extraction threshold μ, μ = 0, 1, . . . , (τ + 1)M , add MGS layers to the frames strictly in the order of the frames in the B frame hierarchy, i.e., MGS layers are only added for frames in a temporal layer after all M MGS layers have been added for all frames in the lower temporal layers. This strict order is in contrast to the priority level approach where some MGS layers may be added for frames in a higher temporal layer even though frames in lower temporal layers have less than M MGS layers. Due to this strict ordering of adding MGS layers to temporal layers in the MGS-temporal layer traces, recommendation (R2) can be relaxed as follows for simulations with MGS-temporal layer traces. For downswitching from an MGS layer trace μ h to a trace μ l , μ l < μ h , at any frame in the encoder transmission order, the PSNR values can be obtained from the MGS layer traces μ = μ l , . . . , μ h , by matching the number of MGS layers of the frames in the simulated stream to these traces. For instance, consider transmitting according to trace μ h = 20 for every frame that is transmitted in encoding order up to and including frame n = 1300 in Table IV , and then using trace μ l = 14. Then, the PSNR quality of frames up to and including frame 1300 can be read from MGS layer trace μ h = 20. Frames 1301-1303 have no MGS layers and depend on frames 1300 and 1304 (as well as frames 1296 and 1312), which have M = 6 MGS layers; thus, the PSNR qualities of frames 1301-1303 can be read from the μ = 18 trace. The PSNR qualities for frames 1304 and onwards can be read from the μ l = 14 trace.
For upswitching from an MGS-temporal layer trace μ l to a trace μ h , μ h > μ l , the PSNR values can be obtained from traces μ = μ l , μ h when the switching occurs at a frame that has M MGS layers in both traces. For instance, consider transmitting according to trace μ = 14 up to and including frame n = 1304 and then using trace μ = 20. Then, the PSNR qualities of frames up to 1304 can be read from the μ = 14 trace, while the PSNR values of the following frames can be read from the μ = 20 trace.
The strict order structure of the MGS-temporal layer traces allows for the examination of a wider range of adaptations than permitted by recommendations (R1) and (R2) without requiring approximations. However, the recommendations (R1) and (R2) are still good starting points for basic simulation evaluations.
VI. CONCLUSION
A. Tutorial Summary
This tutorial has provided a comprehensive methodology for evaluating the network transport of H.264 encoded video with H.264 video traces. This tutorial considered video encoded into a single-layer (non-scalable), encoded video that is scalable in the temporal, spatial, or quality (SNR) dimensions at the granularity of complete layers, and encoded video that is quality scalable at the sublayer granularity. We first reviewed the main H.264 coding techniques to provide background for communications and networking generalists to understand the implications of H.264 video encoding for video network transport. We introduced trace structures that characterize the frame size (in byte) and quality (in PSNR or other objective metrics) of the different types of H.264 encoded video. We then summarized the main results of extensive traffic studies of H.264 encoded video. One main result was that H.264 SVC single-layer encoding with hierarchical B frames achieves significantly higher rate-distortion (RD) performance (i.e., significantly smaller bit rates for same video quality) than H.264/AVC and MPEG-4, while resulting in significantly higher traffic variability. Another main result was that H.264 SVC Medium Grain Scalability (MGS), which provides quality scalability at the sublayer level, allows for highly flexible video bitrate and quality adaptation while achieving RD efficiency close to H.264 SVC single-layer encoding.
We provided extensive guidelines for simulation studies examining H.264 video network transport. We explained how to account for the hierarchical B frame dependencies in the timing of frame transmissions and playout. We also explained how to generate video packet flows from the video traces. For the different H.264 scalability modes, we explained how video bit rate and quality adaptations can be simulated with H.264 video traces.
B. Future Video Communications and Networking Research Directions
We conclude this tutorial with an outlook on future directions for the trace characterization of encoded video and, generally, on future directions for video communications and networking research. An important emerging direction for the evaluation of video transport over networks is threedimensional (3D) video. 3D video typically involves the transmission of two views, i.e., a left view and a right view, for each video frame. Multi-view coding (MVC), i.e., the RD efficient encoding of the left and right views, has attracted significant interest in the video compression research community [85] , [86] . As MVC techniques mature, the design and evaluation of network transport mechanisms for encoded 3D video will likely become an important research area [87] . Trace characterizations of encoded 3D video will be important for facilitating research and evaluations of network transport of 3D encoded video and are currently in preparation.
We foresee a number of important emerging areas for research on video communications and networking. We believe that H.264 video traces and the tutorial instructions on evaluations with H.264 video trace will facilitate the exploration and performance evaluation of video transport mechanisms in these emerging research areas. First, we note that a large portion of the early video transport research has focused on the efficient transport of a single video stream, e.g., through the smoothing of a single VBR video stream [88] - [91] , by a single dedicated set of network nodes. More recently, collaborative approaches have attracted significant attention. For instance, collaborative smoothing approaches jointly smooth several ongoing video streams; thus, achieving improved statistical multiplexing gains [41] , [92] , [93] . Similarly, with cooperative video streaming, several nodes cooperate to improve the transmission of a video stream [94] - [98] . Combining these two strategies, i.e., collaborative transmission of several video streams while exploiting the cooperative effects of several nodes may give substantial efficiency gains.
We also foresee significant future research efforts on optimizing video transport in specific network types, such as wireless networks [99] - [101] . The inherent constraints and properties of specific network types, such as wireless channel characteristics or cognitive radio resource management, require transport mechanisms that efficiently accommodate both the characteristics of the encoded video as well as the transport services provided by the network type.
Furthermore, the integrated internetworking of different types of networks, e.g., in Fiber-Wireless (FiWi) networks that combine an optical (fiber) access network with a wireless access or local area network poses unique challenges for the efficient transport of encoded video [102] - [107] . Future integrated internetworking efforts will likely expand the reach of FiWi networks to encompass optical networks that span metropolitan areas [108] - [110] . Developing and evaluating integrated networking mechanisms, such as medium access control protocols and scheduling mechanisms for this increasing number of integrated types of networks will pose challenging research issues with the prospect of high efficiency increases.
Finally, we believe that throughout the research efforts on video streaming, energy-efficiency will become an increasingly important goal and will require extensive research efforts [111] , [112] .
